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Reviewing Cancer, Health.  Fukoshima: working with Tecko directly. Health section will 

open directly to Japanese to help. (:22).  Agreement with Keshe Foundation is to make 

available Tritium to world as pay back to Keshe. Spaceship launch pad in new site.  (:30). 

Ricks ball reactors. (:54).  Production of water coming soon.  (1:00). John Bliven from 

Arizona, with John Searl Aerospace to bring technology forward. At age of 4 had dreams 

about the laws of nature. Video of Searl Effect Generator. Keshe discussed this with USA 

Navy in 1975, it lead to levitation and not lift. Levitation on electron level on physical 

and not to lift. In the 1950's he built generators but they flew away, used dielectric and it 

became a free energy generator. He built a spaceship in England and flew around the 

world. Called "flying saucer man". He built a 21 foot craft flew all over England, these 

were UFO sightings. Trips to the Moon. John was placed in jail, burned down his house 

and shop. (1:23). Otis T Carr was taught by Tesla to build space ship and free energy. 

Space ship used rotation and counter-rotation. Operate the craft by mental interface and 

move through time and space. In order to operate the craft you have to have higher 

consciousness to operate. (1:41).  The German Bell Spacecraft were used for war and so 

they didn't function properly. Secret space program by Richard Dolan, multiple 

programs.  (2:00). Keshe goes over UFO and Spaceship and free energy. All these 

systems are still in the Matter state with magnets. Keshe is bringing in Plasma technology 

and totality of man in space. The Russians have put the rings different location and added 

Gans which made possible to control lift. No government has power to over turn the 

movement of Keshe to open to public and not dependent on one man. Collaborations 

must be fully open and transparent without Government control. Keshe extended his hand 

of collaboration. (2:17).  Why haven't the governments come forward with Spaceship 

technolgy yet?  Because missing something, what Keshe has developed, that is MG Field 

Plasma. Keshe describing all the attacks on him and other scientists. The governments are 

afraid of Keshe because he is uniting the common man. (3:00)  The man from last 

workshop give presentation on spirit and science.  (3:17) Lights filmed on the Moon, 

what is it.  

 


